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GetCloud in Action

Objective

Team GetCloud

This poster is intended to give the audience an idea of what an
undergraduate internship as a software developer at a consulting firm
looks like. Browse an overview of my experience, including a close look
at the main project I worked on last summer at Slalom Consulting
(Seattle, WA) documented below.

Responsibilities at Slalom
•

Using JavaScript, CSS, HTML and C#, built a campaign webpage and diagnostic tool web
application with a small team of engineers to address an internal initiative to promote
cloud computing solutions.

•

Obtained Amazon Web Services Technical Professional Accreditation.

•

Created a wiki tutorial of programming exercises designed for new hires on the
engineering team to become better acquainted with ASP .NET and Amazon Web
Services.

•

Participated in iOS Development boot camp to learn Objective-C and gain proficiency with
Xcode.

Project GetCloud
•

The motivation for GetCloud was created to promote cloud computing solutions within
Slalom (in its initial scope)

•

GetCloud is comprised of a webpage and a web application tool, both of which I spent the
summer working on

•

Initial scope for project including educating members at Slalom internally—service
extended to other clients (Microsoft, AWS)

•

Reflection
• Ideal for undergraduate internship experience to maximize
exposure to different modes of projects and technologies
• Valuable exposure to career options for software developer
• Established comfort working in a male-dominated environment

My role included:
•

Maintaining close communication with our project client to ensure that his vision was being realized

•

Managing the internal launches and deployments through my own cloud services account.

•

Learning in depth about cloud services offered by Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Serices, and
Salesforce.com

•

Working as sole intern and sole woman on team!

Languages/Technologies to Learn
GetCloud
•
•
•
•

- Screenshots of
diagnostic tool landing
page
- Features Dynamic
Resizing that I worked on
in JavaScript

JavaScript
CSS
HTML
C#

iOS Development
• Objective-C
• XCode

• Gained better understanding of consulting industry and its high
demand of software engineers

Team Integration/Development Process
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Other
•
•
•
•

.NET
AJAX
C
SQL

Learn principles
of Agile workflow
methodologies to
prepare to
contribute to
GetCloud’s scrum
team.

Observe mentor
participate in and
lead Scrum calls
to understand
principles of
teamwork in an
Agile project

Participate in
Scrum meetings
for GetCloud for
several weeks.

What’s Next

Lead daily Scrum
meetings for
GetCloud with
project members
and project client

• Slalom provided me with the tools necessary to feel confident in
pursuing a full time career in software development
• Slalom extended an offer for return, an extremely appealing job
package for a recent Computer Science graduate
• I have accepted a competing offer from Apple Inc., where I will
leverage many of the skills and experiences I learned from my time
at Slalom to work as an engineer on Apple’s Siri team.

